Dear colleagues,

As per tradition, we are extremely excited to invite you to this year’s social event which will take place on Monday 14th of May in the beautiful city of Rome.

The event is addressed to all LCA colleagues, and anyone who wants to join, and aims at promoting interaction among us during an informal evening event.

Rome, the Eternal city, is a cradle of taste, traditions and culture. We would therefore like to invite you to get a taste of Rome through unique experiences...

**Program:**

- 6pm: Welcome to Rome ([http://welcometo-rome.it/en/](http://welcometo-rome.it/en/))
  (Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 203; Rome)
  A taste of Roman history, to give us an insight on Rome and its beautiful cultural heritage. 3D reconstructions of important landmarks and an interesting projection will show you how Rome became the capital of the Roman empire, how it then decayed during the Medieval times and how it was “brought to life” again during the Renaissance.

- 7pm: Cooking class at Fooxia space ([http://www.fooxia.it](http://www.fooxia.it))
  (Via S. Bartolomeo De’ Vaccinari, 72; Rome)
  A taste of Roman cuisine and its techniques ([https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swWzOFDkX18](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swWzOFDkX18)), where you will learn how to make two different kinds of pasta and will then get the chance to taste your creations during dinner, accompanied by dessert, wine/soft drinks and great company (only vegetarian meal!)

**Price:**

Price per person: € 60

**Registration:**

For us all to have a wonderful time together, we kindly request you to register by the 29th of April by sending an email to lca.socialevent2018@gmail.com. We will then send payment instructions.

Unfortunately, due to the limited availability of places, the event will be limited to the first 60 people who register and pay. So hurry up!

We look forward to seeing you at the event and to share with you this great experience!

Cheers!

Andrea Di Maria, Giovanna Sauve, Donald Chapman

*Roma, m’hai provocato, e mó te magno (Alberto Sordi)*